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Since the 19th century there have been clearly documented secular trends to increasing adult height in most European countries, with current rates of 10–30 mm / decade. Over the same period menarcheal age has also fallen steeply, but has now stabilized at approximately 13 years and may be rising again. Height trends tend to be greater in childhood than in adulthood due to the associated advance in maturation, but no trends are apparent before the age of 2 years. In particular, birth-weight trends are small and different in shape from height trends. The adult height trend matches that at age 2 years, so that the increment in adult height has already been achieved by age 2 years. To try to identify factors relating to the secular trend, increased height gain in late infancy is hypothesized to be equivalent to a reduction in stunting, and stunting is thought to be caused by impaired growth in the long bones of the leg in later infancy. Leg growth may be regulated by the expression of growth-hormone receptors on the growth plates, which it is hypothesized are susceptible to the interaction between concurrent nutrition and the nominal growth rate set during pregnancy. The timing of menarche is also likely to be determined by some growth factor operating near the time of birth, which also affects later weight, but not height.

Secular trend: Growth: Height: Age at menarche

Tall stature has always been a sign of status and privilege. The association between the two is so strong that it is enshrined in the English language, for example, take the phrase ‘a woman of stature’. This etymological evidence hints not only at the duration and intensity of the link, but also at the mechanisms underlying the secular changes that have taken place in height over the centuries. It suggests that not only is tall stature associated with good living, it is also a direct result of it.

The phrase ‘secular trend’ is used more widely than ‘secular change’, implying change in one particular direction, a trend to continually increasing height over time. Yet this trend to increasing height is often not what happens. Within recent history human height has gone down as well as up, and even on the scale of millennia height has been seen to fall. In Latin America 8000 years ago mean height was greater than it is now, 70 mm above its most recent nadir in 1940 (Bogin & Keep, 1999). At the beginning of the 19th century height fell in several European countries, linked to the effects of the industrial revolution (Floud et al. 1990). At the other temporal extreme, variations in stature attributable to the season of the year can also be considered a form of secular change. Weber et al. (1998) detected a seasonal trend in the height of 507 000 18-year-old Austrian conscripts related to their month of birth, with a peak-to-trough amplitude of 6 mm peaking in April. Despite the differences in time scale of these examples, they are likely to reflect to some degree the same underlying causes.

The aim of the present paper is to consider secular changes in growth, focusing initially on adult height, and extending to child height, weight, birth weight and growth tempo. Tempo is the rate at which a child’s skeleton matures, indicated by the timing of puberty and the age of peak height velocity (Tanner, 1962). This rate is difficult to estimate on an epidemiological scale, but the age of menarche in girls, which is closely related to it, is easy to measure and has been recorded almost as extensively as height.

Thus, the focus is on secular changes in height, weight and age of menarche in countries of the Western world over the last two centuries. The Third World, which has provided the most dramatic examples of secular trend in recent years, is considered relatively briefly so as to keep the subject manageable. Also it is important to emphasize that these Third World trends are mirrors of what occurred in Europe in earlier years. Indeed the whole area of secular height change in Europe and North America during the last four centuries has recently spawned its own specialty of
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anthropometric history (Floud et al. 1990; Fogel, 1993; Komlos, 1994).

While documenting the scale of the secular trend, a further aim of the present paper is to discuss causation; why does it happen? The simple answer is implicit in Tanner’s (1992) phrase, ‘growth is a mirror of the conditions of society’. Secular change reflects the varying health and affluence of populations over time, and it also highlights inequalities of health and wealth within populations. However, why does the secular trend continue in some countries when it has stopped in others? To what extent is secular trend inter-generational; do parents pass their improved health and height on to their children, and if so, how? Are trends in height, weight and tempo synchronized with each other; do they increase and decrease together? If not, why not? Do the trends show sexual dimorphism? What does all this tell us about the underlying mechanisms?

The aim here is both to pose questions and to try to answer them. Although the answers are far from complete, they do highlight gaps in our knowledge that deserve further research.

**Measures of secular trend**

The process of reviewing secular trends in growth is inevitably selective due to the wide range of measurements, countries and time periods where trends have been documented. Previous excellent reviews should be consulted to obtain a broader perspective (Roche, 1979; Van Wieringen, 1986; Tanner, 1987; Hauspie et al. 1997).

**Adult height**

Information on adult height in the past comes mainly from slave and conscript data, the latter available for several European countries since the 19th century and before. In some countries minimum height criteria operated, so that short recruits were excluded, and mean height was biased upwards. However, in other countries where conscription was complete, it provides an unbiased estimate of height over time at one particular age. The most dramatic example is the Dutch series from 1851 to 1983 (Van Wieringen, 1986), where the changing height distribution of conscripts over 130 years is presented as a set of curves showing how the centile corresponding to a given height changes over time. For example, a height of 1·70 m, on the 76th centile in 1863, had fallen to the 5th centile by 1983. A height of 1·80 m, on the 98th centile in 1863, was on the 43rd centile 120 years later. After the Second World War the conscripts had become so tall that extra categories were added to the graph, the highest at 2·00 m.

Apart from minor year-on-year fluctuations and a slight slowing in the 1890s, the overall trend was upwards throughout the period, and faster after the Second World War than before. There was still evidence of a trend in the 1980s, and recent data confirm that it continues (Gerver et al. 1994; Fredriks et al. 1998). Table 1 gives selected height centiles by age and sex from the last three Dutch national growth surveys between 1965 and 1997, showing a 20 mm increase in median male adult height between 1980 and 1997, and 26 mm at the 97th centile. The corresponding increases for females are larger.

The slowing in height at the end of the last century was more marked in Italian conscripts (Hermanussen et al. 1995). Fig. 1 shows that between 1896 and 1900 mean height fell by 19 mm, more than cancelling out the increase seen in the previous 35 years. Apart from this disturbance, the overall impression from Fig. 1 is the consistent and increasing trend in height of Italian conscripts throughout the period 1854–1963.

Recent data for 18-year-old conscripts demonstrate rising trends in height between 1960 and 1990 in eleven European countries (Schmidt et al. 1995). The Dutch are the tallest (1·81 m in 1990) and the Portuguese the shortest (1·70 m). The trends tend to be greater in the shorter groups, e.g. 24 mm/decade in Spain v. 9 mm/decade in Norway, and the taller North European groups show some evidence of slowing during the period. Based on population surveys, rates of up to 10 mm/decade are typical for Western European countries in recent years, while Eastern Europe and Japan have achieved 30 mm/decade (Hauspie et al. 1997).

Apart from conscripts there is a dearth of long-term information on adult height, particularly for women. Kuh et al. (1991) assembled data for cohort members and their parents from the 1946 and 1958 British cohort studies to obtain values of adult height by sex and year of birth from 1892 to 1958. For men the mean trend over the period was 10·9 mm/decade, while for women it was 3·6 mm/decade, one-third the rate and very significantly smaller ($P < 0·001$).

---

**Table 1. Height centiles (mm) by age and sex from three Dutch national growth surveys (from Fredriks et al. 1998)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>3rd</th>
<th>50th</th>
<th>97th</th>
<th>3rd</th>
<th>50th</th>
<th>97th</th>
<th>Boys</th>
<th>Girls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>719</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>818</td>
<td>709</td>
<td>756</td>
<td>805</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>714</td>
<td>764</td>
<td>814</td>
<td>697</td>
<td>748</td>
<td>799</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>714</td>
<td>766</td>
<td>817</td>
<td>701</td>
<td>766</td>
<td>801</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>1188</td>
<td>1296</td>
<td>1403</td>
<td>1188</td>
<td>1290</td>
<td>1393</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>1215</td>
<td>1310</td>
<td>1411</td>
<td>1203</td>
<td>1304</td>
<td>1411</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>1219</td>
<td>1328</td>
<td>1438</td>
<td>1207</td>
<td>1315</td>
<td>1423</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>1640</td>
<td>1780</td>
<td>1901</td>
<td>1543</td>
<td>1663</td>
<td>1779</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>1693</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>1946</td>
<td>1568</td>
<td>1683</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>1707</td>
<td>1840</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>1584</td>
<td>1706</td>
<td>1828</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This sexual dimorphism in the height trend is striking, and has not been observed elsewhere. It was greater before 1940 than after, and was still present when expressed in percentage terms. Among parents born before 1905 fathers were 6.9% taller than mothers, whereas in the 1958 cohort men were 9.3% taller than women.

Kuh et al. (1991) point out that, in general, growth in boys is believed to be more responsive (or plastic) than in girls to changes in the environment, so that in good times boys grow relatively faster, but when times get hard their growth is more affected. Eveleth & Tanner (1990) in their discussion of environmental influences on growth make the same point. However, Kuh et al. (1991) find the evidence for male plasticity unconvincing, and look for other explanations.

Whatever the causation, the sexual dimorphism in height trend highlights an interesting contradiction. Francis Galton (1886) in his famous paper on regression to the mean in hereditary stature assumed an 8% sex difference in height when he adjusted for sex differences in the heights of the family offspring, and the same value of 8% is seen in many populations today (Cole, 2000). However Cole (2000), like Kuh et al. (1991), found that the percentage difference increased with time. Thus, men have either remained consistently 8% taller than women over the last 110 years, or they have been getting progressively taller. The two observations are incompatible.

The simplest explanation is to do with the families that Galton (1886) studied. If they were relatively advantaged (as they presumably were), the percentage difference in parental heights could have been greater than that for the general population at that time, which would bring it nearer to the current value of 8%.

Child height

The size of the secular height trend in childhood varies with the age of the child. Dutch infants at 1 year of age were consistently shorter in 1997 than they were in 1965 (Table 1), while at ages 8 and 21 years they were appreciably taller. Takaishi (1995) published height data from birth to 17 years for Japanese children between 1940 and 1990, during which time there has been a dramatic increase in height at most ages. Fig. 2 plots the secular trend between 1950 and 1990 by age and sex, showing little effect before 2 years, like the Dutch pattern in Table 1. Subsequently the trend increases to a peak at age 11 years in girls and 14 years in boys, and then falls back to a value in adulthood similar to that seen at age 2 years, at least in girls. The boys’ curve is still falling at age 17 years, and probably returns to the age 2 years level by age 20 years.

Thus the secular trend in childhood can be viewed in three distinct periods: before age 2 years, where there is very little trend; from age 2 years to puberty, where the increasing trend is clearly related to the pubertal growth spurt; post-puberty where the trend falls to match that for adults. The dramatic increase in trend at puberty is due to an increased growth tempo, with children growing faster and maturing earlier, and this transiently magnifies the trend at the age of peak height velocity. However, after it has passed, Fig. 2 shows that the increase in final height (mm) has already been achieved by the age of 2 years.

To try to understand the basis of the secular trend, two processes need to be distinguished: trends in size in early life up to age 2 years, which are carried through to adulthood, and trends in maturation, as exemplified by the age of menarche.

Weight

Along with secular changes in height there are also concomitant changes in weight, both in adults and in children. As an example, changes since 1920 in height and weight of 8–18-year-old Oslo schoolgirls show clear upward trends over the period, steeper before the Second World War than after, and with a sharp downturn during wartime which was most marked at age 12 years (Liestøl & Rosenberg, 1995). Although height has largely stabilized since 1975, weight has continued to increase, reflecting the growing epidemic of obesity throughout the Western world. Obesity is often documented using the BMI (weight/height²) rather than weight. The increase in obesity has been most
marked in North America (Troiano et al. 1995), but has also affected countries throughout Europe, e.g. Denmark (Sørensen & Price, 1990). The timing and pattern of the obesity epidemic has been quite different from the secular trend in height, and this difference reflects its different aetiology.

**Birth weight**

Table 1 and Fig. 2 have already shown that the secular trend in height is not apparent before the age of 2 years. This finding suggests that size at birth, most simply measured by birth weight, has also not shown a secular trend. In fact, there is evidence that during the second half of the 19th century, when height was rising steadily in several Western countries, birth weight was actually falling. In Norway, where birth weight was routinely monitored in three cities between 1860 and 1984 (Rosenberg, 1988), mean birth weight in married women fell slightly from 1860 to 1900, rose between 1900 and 1940 by about 150 g and then levelled off again. Similarly, Ward & Ward (1984) found that mean birth weight in Montreal, Canada, fell by 400 g between 1850 and 1900.

Recently, birth weight has changed little in Norway, but there are signs that birth weight is rising in North America (Alberman, 1991), probably due to increasing levels of maternal obesity. This finding highlights the differences in timing of the secular changes in body size at birth and at 2 years.

**Sitting height and leg length**

It is well known that the pubertal growth spurt occurs first in the long bones, i.e. the arms and legs (Tanner, 1962), with the trunkal spurt following some time later. A related phenomenon has been seen in Japanese children, who underwent a dramatic spurt in height between 1860 and 1984 (Rosenberg, 1988), mean birth weight in married women fell slightly from 1860 to 1900, rose between 1900 and 1940 by about 150 g and then levelled off again. Similarly, Ward & Ward (1984) found that mean birth weight in Montreal, Canada, fell by 400 g between 1850 and 1900.

Recently, birth weight has changed little in Norway, but there are signs that birth weight is rising in North America (Alberman, 1991), probably due to increasing levels of maternal obesity. This finding highlights the differences in timing of the secular changes in body size at birth and at 2 years.

**Tempo of growth**

The timing of menarche in girls provides a convenient proxy for the rate of maturation and the tempo of growth. The age of menarche has fallen sharply since the 19th century, e.g. in Norway (Liestøl, 1982) and Denmark (Helm & Helm, 1987), at a rate of up to 12 months per decade. However, in recent years the trend has halted, and in many cases reversed, the low point of menarche at 13 years or thereabouts being reached for girls born during the Second World War in Belgium (Wellsens et al. 1990), approximately 1946 in England (Roberts, 1994), between 1953 and 1970 in Denmark (Helm & Grølund, 1998) and approximately 1965 in Poland (Hulanicka, 1991). In Belgium between 1919 and 1967 the 90th centile of menarcheal age fell faster than the median, while the 10th centile hardly changed, showing that late menarche has become progressively less common over the period (Hauspie et al. 1997). Thus, over the last 30 years the age of menarche has not changed, yet the secular trend in height has continued. Hulanicka (1991) felt that the turnabout in the age of menarche was due to falling living standards in Poland after 1978, but it may instead be part of a more general pattern of stabilizing menarcheal age throughout Europe since the Second World War.

**Comparison of trends**

The secular trends to increasing height and earlier menarcheal age have been seen over the last 150 years or more, interspersed with shorter periods of cessation or reverse trend during times of war or privation. In general the height trend has eased but not stopped, whereas the menarcheal trend has stopped and even reversed. Birth weight has fallen, remained static or risen at times unrelated to the timing of the height and menarche trends. The lack of synchrony in the height, birth weight and menarche trends suggests that their underlying causal mechanisms differ.

**Factors affecting secular change**

**Poverty and affluence**

So what causes the secular change in body size and growth tempo? Poor growth is known to be closely associated with poverty and deprivation, hence the phrase of Tanner (1992) linking growth to the conditions of society. There is abundant evidence that the secular trend in height is affected by socio-economic factors such as social class (Kuh et al. 1991), income and education (Meyer & Selmer, 1999), family size (Chinn et al. 1989), urban v. rural location (Weber et al. 1995) and region (Padez & Johnston, 1999).

Similar factors affect the menarcheal trend (Laska-Mierzejewska et al. 1982; Bielicki et al. 1986; Rimpelä & Rimpelä, 1993; Roberts, 1994). It is also known that growth is affected by poor housing and overcrowding (Foster et al. 1983). These factors all more or less directly affect the health of the growing child through their environmental wealth and/or hygiene.

**Height factors**

So the secular changes in height and menarche are driven by underlying changes in health and affluence. This observation is hardly new, and has been understood for almost 200 years (Tanner, 1981). However, precisely how and when living conditions affect secular growth change has not been considered to the same extent, in terms of the susceptible growth period and the underlying physiology.

We have already seen that secular changes in adult height have their genesis in the first 2 years of life, most probably through increased leg length (for example, see Fig. 2). This period is when postnatal growth is at its most rapid, and hence is most susceptible to adverse conditions. In the developing world poor growth in infancy leads to reduced height-for-age or stunting, and it is known to be concentrated in the first 1–2 years of life. By viewing the secular trend in height as a reduction in the degree of stunting, it
should be possible to extrapolate from the mechanisms known to affect stunting to those causing secular height changes.

A recent workshop on the causes and mechanisms of linear growth retardation identified three causes of stunting: nutrition; infection; the mother–infant interaction (Waterlow, 1994). Genetics was thought to be relatively unimportant because affluent children in developing countries grow as well as those in the developed world. In terms of the secular trend, succeeding generations come from the same gene pool by definition, and the time scale involved is too short for the gene pool to change appreciably. So genetics is equally unlikely to be important for the secular trend.

Nutrition is clearly a critical factor, but the most obvious nutrient, energy intake, is unlikely to be limiting, as stunting is not usually associated with wasting, i.e. energy intake is sufficient to maintain the child’s weight in proportion to their height. Thus, quality rather than quantity of the diet is what counts, with animal protein, fat, micronutrients, vitamins, essential fatty acids and amino acids all being proposed as relevant (Allen & Uauy, 1994). To support this idea Takahashi (1984) has linked the secular trend in height in Japan to the consumption of milk, which has risen steeply since the Second World War.

Infection is important in the way that it interacts with nutrition. Infection leads to gastrointestinal damage and hence malabsorption, particularly of micronutrients, and allows increased access to antigens and bacteria. Systemically, infection leads to further nutrient loss (Waterlow, 1994). Better nutrition can compensate for the deleterious effects of infection by providing a buffer of the nutrients that are at risk.

Appetite is another important aspect of the child’s nutrition, which depends on the make-up of the diet, the child’s health (infection reduces appetite), and also the attention paid to the child during feeding.

The attention paid to the child relates to the third important factor, the mother–child interaction. In broad terms the mother’s involvement with the child is in three parts: pregnancy; lactation; childcare. The quality of the pregnancy relates to the child’s weight and length at birth, and for ‘at risk’ women pregnancy supplementation increases birth weight (Ceesay et al. 1997).

Birth weight is a strong predictor of adult height. Table 2 summarizes factors affecting height at 36 years in the British 1946 cohort (Kuh & Wadsworth, 1989), arranged in descending order of significance, with birth weight just behind midparental height and ahead of several social factors. A 1 kg increment in birth weight corresponds to an increment of 23 mm in adult height, as against an increment of 54 mm for a 100 mm increment in midparental height; i.e., 1SD increments in birth weight and midparental height correspond to increments of 11 mm and 27 mm respectively in adult height.

Thus, the mother contributes to her offspring’s adult height in two distinct ways, through her own height (via midparental height) and through the size of the baby that she grows. However, recently other contributory maternal factors have been identified with data from the 1958 British cohort at 33 years (Hennessy & Alberman, 1998), as summarized in Table 3. The most important is the mother’s birth weight adjusted for gestation, which is more predictive than her unadjusted birth weight. Thus, maternal fetal growth rate predicts the infant’s fetal growth rate, as hypothesized by Ounsted et al. (1986). Smoking in pregnancy is a known risk factor for low birth weight, and maternal weight-for-height is known to be related to birth weight, but the effect of early menarche on birth weight is not so well-known.

Over and above the maternal contribution, earlier work using data from the 1958 cohort to age 23 years (Emanuel et al. 1992) identified a small positive effect of grandmother’s height on grandchild’s birth weight, but this effect was no longer apparent in the more recent analyses (Hennessy & Alberman, 1998).

Thus, birth weight is affected by maternal birth weight, maternal height and maternal weight, and possibly grandmaternal factors as well, allowing successive generations to influence the size of their offspring at birth. An increase in any of these factors in one generation will lead to larger babies in the next generation, who will produce larger babies in their turn. In theory, the process should ripple through successive generations, getting weaker with passing time, and this is precisely how the secular trend appears.

Yet curiously this process does not explain the secular trend in height, as trends in birth weight over time have been unrelated to the corresponding height trends. While adult height has increased, early body size has remained broadly the same. This trend is clear from Table 1, where length at 1 year in successive Dutch national growth surveys has not changed despite strong trends at older ages. This lack of change is counter-intuitive, since if height has increased due to better growth conditions, early size should

### Table 2. Factors affecting height (mm) at 36 years in the British 1946 cohort, based on 1667 cases (from Kuh & Wadsworth, 1989)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Regression coefficient</th>
<th>F ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male sex</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>2506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midparental height (mm)</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
<td>526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth weight (kg)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth order</td>
<td>-8.2</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father’s social class</td>
<td>-4.2</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Younger siblings</td>
<td>-6.3</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overcrowding</td>
<td>-8.4</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father’s education</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother’s education</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. Factors affecting birth weight for gestation (g) in the children of women from the British 1958 cohort, based on 2578 cases (from Hennessy & Alberman, 1998)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Regression coefficient</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maternal birth weight SDS</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>83, 117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal pregnancy smoking</td>
<td>-199</td>
<td>-236, -161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male sex</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>74, 137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal height SDS</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>40, 74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal weight-for-height SDS</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>37, 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menarche before 12 years</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>37, 119</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SDS, standard deviation score.
have been affected as well. This factor is considered further later.

The mother’s second link to the child is through lactation. In the developing world stunting starts to develop only after 4 months of life, suggesting that early lactation protects the infant from the environment both through the nutrients and the protective factors that breast milk provides. After 6 months breast milk alone is insufficient for the infant’s needs, and it may be that improved maternal conditions lead to more breast milk and hence faster growth in the baby. Yet lactation supplement trials have had minimal impact on growth (Prentice et al. 1986), and in any case the proportion of mothers in the developed world who breast-feed beyond 6 months has been relatively low for much of the 20th century, since the advent of artificial feeding. This factor is unlikely to make a major contribution to the secular trend.

The third maternal contribution to the child, beyond pregnancy and lactation, is their care. The amount of care that a mother invests in her child involves balancing her resources, i.e. her social and financial standing, with the demands that are made on her, i.e. the size of her family. The beneficial effect on growth of greater affluence has already been discussed, but less so the cost of increased family size. The factors affecting adult height in Table 2 illustrate this distinction well. The mother’s resources are represented by her size (height and child’s birth weight), which affects her child positively, while birth order and the number of younger siblings, which together define the size of the family, are potent negative factors. Parental education, social class and overcrowding are further proxies for the family’s resources.

Although this contribution explains the relevance of the factors in Table 2, it does not further the quest to identify the physiological basis for the secular height trend. With increasing affluence mothers are able to invest more (both financially and emotionally) in their child, and in detail this effect cannot be separated from other factors that are related to affluence. How does affluence improve growth? This question brings us full circle, to better nutrition and less infection.

In the search for causes of stunting, there is now increasing interest in the effect of growth hormone (GH) in early life. Karlberg’s (1989) ICP (infant–child–puberty) model reflects the belief that GH starts to be active at 9 months or so, perhaps when GH receptors are first expressed (Waterlow, 1994). These GH receptors are believed to act on the growth plates of the long bones, so that factors which delay the expression of the GH receptors could lead to stunting through their effect on long-bone growth. At this stage nutrition may play a role in affecting GH receptor expression, although the precise mix of nutrients involved in the process has yet to be identified.

There is one remaining question: how does maternal nutritional status affect later growth without necessarily altering birth weight? Considerable length centile crossing takes place in the first 2 years, demonstrating the lack of correlation between birth size and later length gain. The latter rate is determined early in life, probably early in pregnancy, and reflects the size of both parents, whereas birth weight is influenced only by the mother. It is likely that actual as opposed to genetic parental size is what sets the child’s growth rate.

This possibility is consistent with the hypothesis that the scale and timing of GH receptor expression is predetermined during pregnancy and, thus, is affected both by genetics and by the environment of the uterus, but that the actual process of expression, which occurs 1 year later, is the interaction between this programmed state and the child’s environment. Thus, the outcome will depend on genetic, inter-generational and environmental factors, all of which are known to relate to the secular trend.

Menarcheal factors

The secular trend in menarcheal age is strikingly different from the secular trend in height; in Northern and Eastern Europe the trend has more or less stopped yet height continues to increase. This finding suggests that there is a physiological lower limit to the mean age of menarche, averaging about 13 years, and the effect of poor environmental conditions is to delay menarche beyond this age. Thus, what are the factors that cause the delay?

Before trying to answer this question, it is worth asking why there should be a secular trend in menarcheal age at all. What is the benefit in menarcheal age being delayed when environmental conditions are poor? Menarche occurs about 1 year after the age of peak height velocity (Tanner, 1962), which ensures that girls are close to final height before they become fertile. If there were no secular trend in sexual maturation, e.g. menarche occurred at 13 years irrespective of the growth rate to that point, girls growing in adverse conditions would end up even shorter as adults than they actually were. The rate of maturation determines the time scale over which adult height is attained, so in adverse conditions where growth is slow, it may be that an extended growth period protects final height.

Of the factors known to affect menarcheal timing, genetics via maternal tempo is the most obvious; menarche is early in girls whose mothers had an early menarche (Moisan et al. 1990). Yet as already discussed this factor does not explain the secular trend; the gene pool has not had sufficient time to respond. Two other factors have been identified that affect menarche. The first is the child’s size in childhood. An analysis of 4000 Oslo schoolgirls (Liestøl & Rosenberg, 1995) relating menarcheal status to age, height and weight by logistic regression showed that weight was positive and highly significant ($t > 10; P < 0.001$), whereas height was completely non-significant. Power et al. (1997) showed that BMI at age 7 years was highly predictive of later menarcheal age. This finding appears to imply a causal relationship between child weight and menarche, the ‘critical weight hypothesis’ proposed by Frisch & Revelle (1970). However, Ellison (1982) failed to find any evidence of a critical weight or fat mass at the time of menarche. He found instead that height velocity was a far stronger predictor than weight, suggesting that the timing of menarche is determined by the rate of maturation not body size. Twin studies also show that the genetic control of sexual maturation is independent of the corresponding genetic system determining body size (Loesch et al. 1995).
The critical weight hypothesis is now generally discredited, although it is being invoked again, linked to the hormone leptin (Clayton et al. 1997).

The second factor affecting the timing of menarche operates near birth. Liestøl (1982) studied Norwegian hospital records of menarcheal age between 1860 and 1950, and related them to the national gross domestic product over the same period. In broad terms mean menarcheal age fell as gross domestic product rose, and by introducing a lag between the two time series he maximized the correlation between them by relating menarcheal age to gross domestic product at the time of the women’s birth. He interpreted this relationship as meaning that environmental factors affecting the timing of menarche operate near birth, not later. This theory refutes the idea that weight during childhood influences menarche, for if it did, factors that affected child weight would also affect menarche. However, these factors would act in childhood not at birth, which is inconsistent with the birth factor being more important than later factors.

Another argument against child weight being a causal factor is the recent rise in obesity. It has led to an appreciable increase in weight before puberty, yet the age of menarche has not changed during this time. The conclusion must be that menarche is determined by a factor or factors that set the rate of maturation and operate around birth (pre- and/or postnatally), and these same factors also determine subsequent weight gain. Thus, weight and menarche are related, but not causally.

Further evidence supporting an early life influence on maturation was provided by Cole & Cole (1992) who showed that bone age in children from Middlesbrough, Cleveland was delayed by up to 4 months in the most deprived areas. The effect was unrelated to age, leading the authors to conclude that ‘the bone age deficit could be caused by deprivation retarding skeletal maturation during a critical period in early life.’

What these factors are that delay maturation is something of a mystery, as they are unrelated to birth weight and to critical period in early life.

Cesarini et al. (1986) studied Norwegian hospital records of menarcheal age between 1860 and 1950, and related them to the national gross domestic product over the same period. In broad terms mean menarcheal age fell as gross domestic product rose, and by introducing a lag between the two time series he maximized the correlation between them by relating menarcheal age to gross domestic product at the time of the women’s birth. He interpreted this relationship as meaning that environmental factors affecting the timing of menarche operate near birth, not later. This theory refutes the idea that weight during childhood influences menarche, for if it did, factors that affected child weight would also affect menarche. However, these factors would act in childhood not at birth, which is inconsistent with the birth factor being more important than later factors.

Another argument against child weight being a causal factor is the recent rise in obesity. It has led to an appreciable increase in weight before puberty, yet the age of menarche has not changed during this time. The conclusion must be that menarche is determined by a factor or factors that set the rate of maturation and operate around birth (pre- and/or postnatally), and these same factors also determine subsequent weight gain. Thus, weight and menarche are related, but not causally.

Further evidence supporting an early life influence on maturation was provided by Cole & Cole (1992) who showed that bone age in children from Middlesbrough, Cleveland was delayed by up to 4 months in the most deprived areas. The effect was unrelated to age, leading the authors to conclude that ‘the bone age deficit could be caused by deprivation retarding skeletal maturation during a critical period in early life.’

What these factors are that delay maturation is something of a mystery, as they are unrelated to birth weight and to critical period in early life.

Cleveland was delayed by up to 4 months in the most deprived areas. The effect was unrelated to age, leading the authors to conclude that ‘the bone age deficit could be caused by deprivation retarding skeletal maturation during a critical period in early life.’

What these factors are that delay maturation is something of a mystery, as they are unrelated to birth weight and to critical period in early life.
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